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ABSTRACT
Detecting integer overflow vulnerabilities is critical for software security. Many techniques have been proposed to dynamically detect integer overflow vulnerabilities by instrumenting integer overflow tests into target programs. Their major drawback is that they can produce many false positives. In this paper, we propose an approach to eliminate the false positives stemming from incorrectly or not considering the sanitization code in target programs that is designed by developers to catch integer overflows.

Unlike prior work that performs integer overflow test at arithmetic operations, our approach delays the test until the locations where the result of the arithmetic operation is about to be used by sensitive operations. This approach allows the sanitization code to filter out integer overflows before our integer overflow tests take place. As a result, it will not produce false positives for integer overflows that can be caught by the sanitization code.

We have implemented a prototype and our evaluation shows that it can effectively detect integer overflow vulnerabilities without producing false positives.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Integer overflow is one of the most dangerous software weaknesses [1, 2]. Integer overflows often give rise to other dangerous software vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows and NULL-pointer dereference, which allows attackers to compromise computer systems or cause denial-of-service. Thus it is crucial to detect integer overflows in a timely manner.
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Figure 1: The code extracted from the patched CVE-2014-9629 vulnerability in libsixel, an image library that processes sixiel images. An integer overflow can occur at line 3. The sanitization code at line 4–8 was added by developers to detect the integer overflow after the vulnerability was discovered.

For decades, many techniques have been proposed to detect integer overflows [3, 8, 12–15, 17–20]. These techniques can be roughly categorized as two types: static and dynamic. Static techniques rely on static analysis to detect integer overflows [14, 17, 18]. They usually cause many false positives due to the inherent approximations adopted by static analysis.

On the contrary, dynamic techniques check integer overflows at runtime [3, 8, 12, 13, 15, 19, 20]. They monitor the execution of integer operations that may cause integer overflows by instrumenting test to detect integer overflows. Typically they have fewer false positives than static techniques, at the cost of the runtime overhead introduced by the monitoring.

One main cause of false positives produced by dynamic techniques is that they fail to take into account existing sanitization code in target programs that are designed to detect integer overflows anticipated by developers. As illustrated in Figure 1, An integer overflow can occur during the calculation of $y \times \text{width}$ at line 3 but developers have added sanitization code at line 4–8 as a patch to detect such integer overflow.

Most dynamic techniques will instrument a test such as a check on whether $\text{size}/\text{width}$ equals $y$ immediately after line 3 to determine if $\text{size}$ is an overflowed value as a result of the multiplication, because $\text{size}$ will be used as the index to access an array at line 9. If the check fails, the test will determine that an overflow occurred and report it. However, this will cause a false positive because line 4–8 will catch the integer overflow and will prevent line 9 from being executed if the integer overflow happened.

Some prior work effectively reduces such false positives by changing the overflowed result of an arithmetic operation to a specifically-chosen dirty value and let the dirty value flow through the execution path until the result is about to be used in a dangerous
way, and reporting the integer overflow only if the dirty value is not detected by sanitization code [15]. Unfortunately the approach is not compatible with certain sanitization code and thus it still produces false positives.

To address this limitation, our work takes a different approach by instrumenting the integer overflow test code at the sites where an overflowed value is going to be used by a sensitive operation, e.g. as memory allocation size, rather than immediately after integer operations that can cause integer overflows, so that the test code will be executed after any sanitization code. Because the instrumented tests are executed after rather than before any sanitization code, the test code will report an integer overflow only when sensitive operations are about to use the overflowed value, in case sanitization code fails to catch the integer overflow or when there is no sanitization code. Because the integer overflow test instrumented immediately before the sensitive operations is the same as the test that could be instrumented before the arithmetic operation, it has the same detecting power without having the problem of using a dirty value to indicate integer overflows.

Using the code in Figure 1 as an example, our approach will instrument the test code to test the multiplication at line 3 immediately before line 9. When an integer overflow occurs at line 3, the instrumented test will only be executed if line 4–8 fails to catch the integer overflow.

There are two main challenge of our approach: 1) it must guarantees that the test code instrumented before a sensitive operation has the same effect as the test code instrumented immediately after the corresponding arithmetic operation; 2) it needs to cover all possible propagation flows from the arithmetic operation to the sensitive operation where the result of the arithmetic operation will be used.

For the first challenge, one straightforward solution is to use test code identical to the test code that can be instrumented right after an arithmetic operation. But this requires verifying whether all the variables used by the arithmetic operation stay the same on all the execution paths between the arithmetic operation and the sensitive operation. If that is not the case, such test code cannot be used at the sensitive operation.

On the contrary, our solution always provide such guarantee by saving a copy of the variables used by the arithmetic operation immediately before the arithmetic operation and constructs test code to test on the copy of the variables instead of on the original variables. This solution guarantees that the test code has identical effect regardless whether it is executed at the arithmetic operation or delayed until the sensitive operation.

For the second challenge, our solution uses inter-procedural static taint analysis to track all the data flows that propagate from arithmetic operations to sensitive operations.

We have implemented a prototype based on the approach, and evaluated the prototype on nine vulnerabilities in seven applications. Our evaluation shows that the approach can successfully detect real-world integer overflows without producing any false positives in the presence of sanitization code. The instrumented test code impose a runtime overhead of 1.75x on the SPEC CPU 2000 benchmarks.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

- We present our analysis on two types of integer overflow propagation: intra-procedural propagation and inter-procedural propagation.
- We propose an approach to accurately detect integer overflow vulnerabilities using delayed test code. This approach eliminates the false positives caused by the presence of sanitization code in target programs.
- We present a prototype implementation of the approach. The prototype uses static taint analysis to identify arithmetic operations whose result can be used by sensitive operations, and instruments test code at sensitive operations to check whether the operations will use overflowed values.
- Our evaluation on the prototype illustrates the effectiveness of our approach in detecting real-world integer overflow vulnerabilities. The test code instrumented into target programs does not produce any false positives.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

As discussed in prior work [8], the majority of integer overflows is benign. Many times developers intentionally use integer overflows for a variety of purposes, such as cryptography, hashing, and low-overhead floating point emulation. An integer overflow occurs in an integer operation becomes a vulnerability only when 1) one or more operands used in the integer operation are derived from user input, and 2) the result of the integer operation is used in a sensitive operation such as the size for memory allocation or the length for memory copy, which will lead to buffer overflows, and the condition that will trigger assertions, which will lead to denial-of-service.

Our work focuses on integer overflow vulnerabilities. In such an integer overflow, an arithmetic operation is executed first and causes an integer overflow. Then the result of the arithmetic operation, i.e. the overflowed value, is propagated to a sensitive operation.

We make the following definitions in the paper.

- **arithmetic operation**. an integer addition, subtraction, multiplication, bitwise left shift, or integer type cast.
- **sensitive operation**. a memory allocation that has one integer parameter as the allocation size, a memory or string manipulation that has one integer parameter as the memory size or string length, or a memory dereference using a memory address that is a result of a pointer arithmetic operation.
- **def-site of an integer overflow**. an arithmetic operation that causes an integer overflow.
- **use-site of an integer overflow**. a sensitive operation that uses the result of an overflowed arithmetic operation.
- **sanitization code**. the code in a target program that is designed to detect an integer overflow.
- **integer overflow test**. a test that checks an overflow condition to determine whether an arithmetic operation causes an integer overflow.

We use the overflow condition listed in Table 1 for our integer overflow test. For an arithmetic operation, we deem an integer overflow occurred if its corresponding overflow condition is evaluated to be true.
Table 1: Overflow condition for integer operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Arithmetic Operation</th>
<th>Overflow Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signed</td>
<td>$c = a + b$</td>
<td>$(a &gt; 0 \land b &gt; 0 \land c &lt; a) \lor (a &lt; 0 \land b &lt; 0 \land c &gt; a)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsigned</td>
<td>$c = a + b$</td>
<td>$c &lt; a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signed</td>
<td>$c = a - b$</td>
<td>$(a &lt; 0 \land b &gt; 0 \land c &gt; 0) \lor (a &gt; 0 \land b &lt; 0 \land c &lt; 0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsigned</td>
<td>$c = a - b$</td>
<td>$a &lt; b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signed</td>
<td>$c = a * b$</td>
<td>$a \neq 0 \land c/a \neq b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signed</td>
<td>$c = a * b$</td>
<td>$a \neq 0 \land c/a \neq b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$c = typec(a)$</td>
<td>$a \notin [\text{min}, \text{max}]$ of typec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 int ImagingLibTiffDecode(...) { 
2 ... 
3+  // overflow check for realloc */
4+  if (INT_MAX / row_byte_size < tile_length) { 
5+    state->errcode = IMAGING_CODEC_MEMORY; 
6+    return -1; 
7+  } 
8+  state->bytes = row_byte_size * tile_length; 
9 new_data = realloc(state->buffer, state->bytes); 
10+  } 
11+ }  

Figure 2: The code extracted from the patched CVE-2020-5310 vulnerability in an image processing library called libmaging. An integer overflow can occur at line 8.

Our goal is to detect integer overflows that have a use-site, i.e. integer overflow vulnerabilities, and ignore 1) integer overflows that will be caught by sanitization code, which we refer to as anticipated integer overflows [15], and 2) integer overflows that do not have a use-site, i.e. benign integer overflows.

2.1 Sanitization Code
Sanitization code can be classified as 

postcondition test [8]. A precondition test checks whether an integer overflow can occur in an arithmetic operation without actually performing the arithmetic operation. It is often added before the arithmetic operation. As illustrated in Figure 2, the multiplication at line 8 can cause an integer overflow so developers added the sanitization code at line 3–7 to detect the integer overflow.

A postcondition test checks whether the result of an arithmetic operation is deemed to be overflowed. It is always added after the arithmetic operation. The code in Figure 1 is an example of postcondition test.

As we will discuss in Section 3, our approach instruments integer overflow test at the use-site of an integer overflow instead of the def-site of an integer overflow. Consequently it supports both forms of sanitization code.

2.2 Propagation of Integer Overflow
The propagation of an integer overflow refers to the data flow of the result of the integer overflow from the def-site of the integer overflow to the use-site of the integer overflow. We can categorize

the propagation into two types: intra-procedural propagation and inter-procedural propagation.

Intra-procedural propagation refers to the propagation in which both the def-site and the use-site are within the same function. The code shown in Figure 1 is a case of intra-procedural propagation in which the def-site is at line 3 and the use-site is at line 9.

Inter-procedural propagation refers to the propagation in which the def-site and the use-site are in different functions. An inter-procedural propagation can involve global variables, pointers, and function calls.

An example inter-procedural propagation across functions is presented in Figure 3. The integer overflow can happen at the type casting from int to short on variable xres and yres at line 10 in function input_pnm_reader, i.e. the def-site. The overflowed values in xres and yres are then passed to function atBitmapInit as arguments at line 10. At last, the overflowed values are used to calculate the memory allocation size at line 2, which will be used by malloc to allocate memory at line 3, i.e. the use-site.

3 DESIGN
We describe our design in this section. It analyzes the source code of a target program and instruments the program with code to detect integer overflow vulnerabilities. To be able to bypass anticipated integer overflows, it delays the integer overflow test code till the use-site of integer overflows. There are two challenges that it needs to address:

- Because an integer overflow test is not to be performed right at the def-site of the integer overflow, it needs to guarantee that the delayed test has the same effect as if it were performed at the def-site.
- An integer overflow can be propagated from the def-site to the use-site via inter-procedural propagation. It must be able to identify inter-procedural propagation.

To address the first challenge, we design our integer overflow detection mechanism as two components: a test-preparation code that makes a copy of the value of the variables involved in an arithmetic operation at the def-site, and a test code that tests the copied values at the use-site. The test-preparation code is in charge of allocating memory space to save the values of involved variables, and copying the values of involved variables into the memory space. The test code is responsible of performing a check on the
overflow condition for the arithmetic operation. As a result, the test-preparation code and the test code work together to test whether an integer overflow occurs.

We note that our design requires that the test-preparation code dominates the test code, so that the test-preparation code always executes before the test code. Because we instrument the test-preparation code at the def-site and the test code at the use-site, this implies that the def-site needs to dominate the use-site.

Our design addresses the second challenge by using interprocedural static taint analysis to identify the pairs of def-site and use-site that exist in different functions. The workflow of our design is illustrated in Figure 4. Our approach first performs static taint analysis on the target program to gather information on the use-site and def-site of arithmetic operations that may cause integer overflows. The information on the use-sites and the def-sites are then used to instrument test preparation code at the def-site and test code at the use-site.

3.1 Static Taint Analysis

Our static taint analysis is based on program dependency graph, or PDG, that embodies data dependency and control dependency information of a program [9]. It consists of two phases: 1) an intra-procedural analysis that identifies def-site and use-site within a same function and 2) an inter-procedural analysis that tracks the propagation across functions.

The intra-procedural analysis takes a PDG of a function as input and outputs a list of pairs of use-site and corresponding def-site for the function. For each function in a target program, the intra-procedural analysis first identifies all the arithmetic operations in it. Then it checks whether any sensitive operations invoked in the function is dependent on each arithmetic operation. If so, it identifies the arithmetic operation as a def-site and the sensitive operation dependent on it as a use-site corresponding to the def-site. Lastly it verifies that the def-site dominates the use-site. If that is not the case, it does not consider this pair of def-site and use-site for test instrumentation.

The inter-procedural analysis takes the list of pairs of use-site and def-site produced by the intra-procedural analysis, and appends pairs of def-site and use-site that can be reached across functions into the list.

For each use-site for a function, it finds the list of function calls that are dependent on the use-site. And it iterates the callees in the list of function calls and checks whether any sensitive operations in the callee is dependent on the parameters of the callee. If so, it considers the sensitive operation in the callee function as a def-site for the use-site in the caller function.

The result of our static taint analysis is a list of pairs of use-site and def-site for a target program.

3.2 Instrumenting Test-Preparation Code

For each integer overflow test, our approach needs to generate and instruments its corresponding test-preparation code. The instrumenting of test-preparation code iterates each pair of use-site and def-site in the list of pairs of use-site and def-site produced by the static taint analysis. It produces the code that allocates memory for saving a copy of the value for each variable on which the arithmetic operation corresponding to a def-site depends, as well as a copy of the result of the arithmetic operation, and the code to make a copy of the value for these variables and the value of the result. If the use-site is propagated from the def-site via intra-procedural propagation, it produces code to allocate local variables to save the copy of values. If the use-site is propagated from the def-site via inter-procedural propagation, it produces code to allocate global variables to save the copy of values.

To illustrate the test-preparation code, Figure 5 shows the code of our running example instrumented with test-preparation code, which consists of line 2, 4, 5, and 7. Line 2 allocates the memory for test-preparation. Line 4-5 saves a copy of the value of variable y and width on which the def-site at line 6 depends. Line 7 saves a copy of the result of the def-site.

The instrumenting of test-preparation code not only instruments test-preparation code into the target program, but also produces the information needed to instrument the test code, including the memory location allocated to save variable copies for each def-site.

3.3 Instrumenting Test Code

Our approach instruments test code at each use-site of the list of pairs of use-site and corresponding def-site generated from the static taint analysis.

For each use-site, it produces the code to check the overflow condition for the type of arithmetic operation of the corresponding def-site based on Table 1. It uses the mapping between the variables on which a def-site depends and the variables saving the copy of their values to generate code for the test. As illustrated in Figure 5, line 13 and 14 are the instrumented test code.

4 EVALUATION

We implement our prototype as an analysis pass of LLVM [16]. It works with C/C++ programs that can be compiled into LLVM bit-code. The prototype instruments integer overflow tests into target programs in the form of LLVM IR code.

We evaluate the accuracy of our prototype on real-world integer overflow vulnerabilities and the performance of our prototype on SPECINT 2000 benchmarks. All our experiments are conducted on a Intel i7-7700 3.60GHZ CPU workstation with 16GB memory. The workstation runs 64bit Ubuntu 16.04.

We run the prototype on real world integer vulnerabilities and verify whether our prototype can detect the vulnerabilities without producing false positives.

4.1 Detecting Integer Overflow Vulnerability

We use real world integer overflow vulnerabilities to evaluate our prototype’s capability in vulnerability detection. We randomly choose nine integer overflow vulnerabilities from five different types of programs, including IRC server, OCR tool, programming language interpreter, and image processing library, as listed in Table 2.

For each program, we run our prototype to instrument integer overflow tests. The prototype successfully instruments integer overflow tests for all but one vulnerabilities. It is unable to track the data flow from the def-site to the use-site for CVE-2016-5094 because the value produced at the def-site is passed to the use-site via a function.
1SIXELSTATUS sixel_encode_body (....) {
2+   int y_copy, width_copy, size_copy;
3   ....
4+   y_copy = y;
5+   width_copy = width;
6+   size = y * width;
7+   size_copy = size;
8+   if size > INT_MAX - x) {
9+      /* integer overflow */
10+     status = SIXEL_BAD_INTEGER_OVERFLOW;
11+     goto end;
12+   }
13+   if (y_copy != 0 & size_copy/y_copy != width_copy)
14+      report_integer_overflow();
15+   pix = pixels[size + x];
16   ....
17+
Figure 5: The code instrumented with integer overflow test for the patched CVE-2014-9629 vulnerability in libsixel. The lines prefixed with ‘+’ is instrumented code.

4.2 Bypassing Anticipated Integer Overflow
To evaluate our prototype’s capability in bypassing anticipated integer overflows, we conduct vulnerability detection on the programs that are patched for the vulnerabilities in Table 2.

First, we run the exploits to verify that the vulnerabilities can no longer be triggered in the patched programs. Second, we instrument integer overflow tests for the vulnerabilities and re-run the exploits. This time we check whether our tests still report integer overflows.

We find that the tests instrumented by our prototype successfully bypass all the anticipated integer overflows. As a result, our approach produces no false positives for these vulnerabilities.

4.3 Test Density
We evaluate the density of instrumented integer overflow tests on SPECINT 2000 benchmarks. As shown in Table 3, all the instructions refer to LLVM instructions. On average, 4.73% of instructions are integer arithmetic operations and 1.25% of them are chosen by our prototype to instrument integer overflow tests.
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Figure 6: Runtime Overhead

Our approach requires that a def-site dominates its corresponding use-site. One way to loosen the requirement is to create pseudo test preparation code at other program paths leading to the use-site. Because our prototype instruments test code that will make function calls to perform integer overflow test, the runtime overhead is high. We plan to inline test code to reduce the runtime overhead.